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RESEARCH ON sequencing
by jack wigfield

the question of sequencing materials one high and one low intermediate the
continues to concern many of us research textbooks they were using are generally
which bears on this problem is being done in accepted texts for that level of proficiency
canada by G richard tucker and alison while both students had successfully com-

pletedd anglejananglemanAnglejan their assigned workbook sentences
only the high intermediate student reallytucker and dAndandejandanglejandanglemandAngdejanlejan have looked at
understood what he was doing and even hecomplex sentences that is sentences whose
probably couldnt have used it in a conver-
sationsurface structures are quite different from it should also be noted that boththeir underlying structures they took their
these students were college bound so wesentences from carol chomskys research

sentences like
are dealing with cognitive processes in lang-
uage which have little if anything to do with

1 john promised to go intelligence
2 john promised henry to go now lets look at the deep and surface

chomskys pre eight year old subjects structures of 3 the if clause has a deep
had no trouble identifying the subject and negation in reality or the truth is I1I1 am not
promised but when they were you that negation does not appear on the
asked who went in sentence 2 they surface
replied henry children over eight the main clause is often taught as con-

tainingresponded
I11
that in 2 john promised and a deep negative as well and indeed

john went it often does
tucker and danglejandanglemandAnglejan found that begin-

ning
bif4if41f I1 had the wings of an angel

adult ESL students responded the same over these prison walls I1 would
as native speaking children under eight and fly
advanced ESL students theresponded same 1but in our example 3 whether I goes oras those over eight not depends on the context of the situationthis suggested that the degree of lin-

guistic
for example

complexity inherent in the A B
sentence is indeed a critical factor inin

1 im are 1 this isgoing you a greatdetermining the order of acquisition
of certain grammatical features and that party

2 1I cant decide 2 great its rottenthis factor operates in both native
language and second language learning 2 whoschos giving it

1 if I1 were you id go 1 me if I1 were you

let me now give you an example of how id go

this research can apply to the way we but if the main clause does contain a nega-
tivesequence material for the past year in its deep structure that negative

alemany adult center has been experi-
menting

doesnt occur in the surface structure
with a different kind of class one the time of the deep structure is not

feature of which is to give students unlim-
ited

past but the surface structure has past
access to the teacher on an individual forms were and would go

basis for help with problems one problem
which is common and which came up 1 chomsky carol the acquisition of syn-

taxrecently concerns sentences like in children from 5 to 10 cambridge
3 if I1 were you I1 would go mass the MIT press 1969

2 danglejandanglemandAnglejan alison and G richardthis is the so called contrary to fact condi-
tional tucker the acquisition of complex

english structures by adult learners
the two students who asked about this paper presented at the national TESOL

most recently were intermediate students convention 1976
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and while old english had past and not chronicle
past subjunctive forms which were used in 6 if you had your choice I1 said
sentences like this the not past subjunctive which object or sort of object
disappeared and the past homophonous would you have picked to bring here
with the past indicative were replaced it to to san francisco to own
indicate not past with all persons and num-
bers

since the interviewee had recently come
therefore if I1 were rather than from china and he hadnt been given a

if I1 was choice didnt the interviewer mean if you
had had choicetaking all this into consideration cer-

tainly

your
native speakers seem to be reacting to thethese two students and others like contrary to fact conditional as it has devel-

opedthem have trouble with sentences like this historically as a cognitively difficultfor the tucker andprecisely reason task they are being asked to use a tensedanglejandanglemandAnglejan have suggestedt form usually reserved for some sort of time
furthermore interesting things seem to indication to serve an additional function

be going on with the conditionals in english consider another example of cognitive
collecting data on conditionals from the processes in interpreting language
watergate testimony for ESL students in 7 this is the cat mat ate une rat that
stanford universitys AESOP program a few lived inin the house that jack built
years ago we found many correct forms 8 my big new builtinbuilt in battery failed
but also a number of mistakes by educa-
ted

9 thetlle man the woman lovedlovea spoke
native speakers consider this exchange french

between senator byrd and archibald cox 10 the man the woman the teacher
taught loved spoke frenchSenatsenatororlforifif you were overruled by mr

sentences 7 10 illustrate different typesrichardson would resignyou
of embedding sentences 7 9 are easilycox if it were a matter of the slightest
interpreted but when subjects are asked toimportance but if I1 thoughtyes
interpret 10 they either ask to have itit was a matter of the conduct of repeated laugh or reject it as not englishthe investigation well I1 would 9 and 10 are centrally embedded buteither resign or find some public while central embedding of one sentencerecourse
9 is acceptable central embedding of two

didnt mr cox mean or more sentences is a cognitively difficultif it is a matter of the slightest task
importance yes but if I1 thought in another recent study tucker and
it of the conduct ofwas a matter danglejandanglemandAnglejan looked at the ability of bilinguals
the well I1 wouldinvestigation to solve problems in deductive reasoning
either resign or find some public they found that greater familiarity with the
recourse language of the problems is not sufficienthow much stronger and more correct to produce a significant difference in thethis mr cox sounds more like the published 3level of performancereports of his behavior during the investiga-

tion all this seems to indicate that we are
asking too much of ESL students in thewatergate provided an abundant collec-

tion early and even later intermediate stagesof conditionals but there are more C

when we give them work in contrary to factrecent examples take this RCA ad from conditionals this of conditionalthe new yorker for may 31 1976 A type repre-
sents a highly complex structure which inwoman clutching her portable TV in the

laundromat addition seems cognitively difficult to pro-
cess

says this combination also account for
5 if I1 miss my soap operas id be may

miserable divided usage among educated native speak
ersthis is a questionable example because ad-

vertisersverti sers exploit divided usage to get atten-
tion like a cigarette should but how 3 solving problems in
many will see 1I miss idxdad be as unusual deductive reasoning A study of the per-

formancetry this one from an impeccable source formance of adult second language
an art critic for the san francisco learners mimeographed 1975




